BE HAPPY HOUR

Offered Daily | 5-7 pm

WINE BY THE GLASS  seven
sparkling | white | rosé | red

BEER  five
local selections

YOU’RE TURNING VIOLET, VIOLET  eight
Coopers Chase Vodka, TGP Crème de Violet, lemon, honey

SHERRY IS AS SHERRY DOES  eight
Lustau Almacenista Sherry, Dolin Dry Vermouth, honey, ginger

CARDAMOM OLD FASHIONED  eight
Coopers Chase Whiskey | cardamom | house bitters

BE HUNGRY HOUR

LOCAL HEIRLOOM POPCORN  four
PLUM CREEK FARM’S CHICKEN WINGS  seven

HALF CHARCUTERIE  nine

DUCK FAT FRIES  nine

SPÄTZLE CARBONARA  ten

DUCK FAT DONUT & ICE CREAM  nine

THE GREY PLUME BURGER  fourteen
At The Grey Plume we charge an automated 20% hospitality (service) charge to all checks.

By transitioning from the traditional tipping model, we are building a more equitable platform in which to reward, recognize and compensate our team, all of whom are represented in your experience.